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NPSS Version 2.6 Executive Summary
Since the release of NPSS V2.4.1, the NPSS Consortium has focused development efforts on a collection
of code improvements identified through our member-feedback process as well as improvements
necessary to support the development of an NPSS Graphical User Interface (GUI) and implementation of
an optional “context” approach to model configuration management (i.e. a part list approach). One of
the major issues resolved in the process of developing V2.6 relates to the reconfiguration of memory
management to improve memory usage and execution speed. The following paragraphs provide a more
detailed explanation of the various improvements included in this release, as well as some insight into
upcoming improvements planned for release late in 2014. Improvement areas highlighted include
updates to the APIs, the Solver, the Thermo Packages, various Utilities, Units and of course all of the
associated Documentation.

APIs
NPSS v2.6 includes an API compliant with SAE ARP4868 “Function-Based API for Gas Turbine Engine
Performance Programs”. This document is an industry recommended practice and is the product of the
SAE Technical Committee S15 “Gas Turbine Performance Simulation Nomenclature and Interfaces”.
While NPSS is not exclusively focused on Gas Turbines, the Consortium feels it important to have an API
compliant with this industry team. ARP4868 API has been available for several releases, and given some
final updates in NPSS v2.6 it is time to strongly encourage transitioning from the Native API to the
ARP4868 API. The Native API will also be deprecated in the next release of NPSS.
NPSS v2.6 now includes an option for using a “context file” (a.k.a., part list) approach to model file
definition and resolution. This new capability supplements NPSS’ traditional “search path” methodology.
See the new NPSS Context File Syntax And Behavior document for additional details.
NPSS v2.6 incorporates several enhancements involving the output of information to standard output or
standard error. It is now possible to redirect output and buffer it in memory for subsequent extractions
via the getBuffer() command. See NPSS User Guide section 4.9.1.2Output Streams for additional
details.
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SOLVER
NPSS’ steady-state solver has a new attribute affecting solution constraints. The new flag,
minMaxConflictIsError, prevents any limits from being violated. When set to “FALSE” and a
min/max conflict occurs, a provisional warning is generated. When set to “TRUE”, a provisional error is
generated. See NPSS User Guide Table 31 Solver Attributes Affecting Constraints for additional details.
The NPSS solver’s Discrete State Variable (DSV) system has been modified to allow the assignment of
intValues and to output allowedValues with the integer associated with its string value. See
NPSS User Guide section 17.5.6 DSV Integer Associations for additional details.
NPSS’ steady-state solver has a new attribute affecting the solver execution sequence to allow
duplicates in the sequence. The new attribute is solversequenceDuplicatesAllowed and
the default behavior is not to allow duplicates in the solver sequence. See the NPSS User Guide section
2.2.4.10 Table 7. Automatically Created Global Variables for further information.
New messages have been added to the remove functions for Independents, Dependents and Constraints
to report when a variable does not exist. For further information on how to remove Independents and
Dependents see the NPSS User Guide section 4.9.3 Adding to the Automatic Solver Setup. For additional
information on removing Constraints see the NPSS User Guide section 6.8.3 Constrains Groups.

UTILITIES
For Consortium Members with build/compile permissions, V2.6 includes the ability to build the NPSS
system excluding all FORTRAN source code. This feature is important when it is desirable or necessary to
build the source without access to a FORTRAN compiler.
A new function, parentVarNeedUpdate(), has been provided to re-resolve Parent Variable objects
when they become invalid (e.g., when a port linkage changes or other objects are inserted/deleted). See
NPSS User Guide section 4.12Adding or Removing Elements from a Model for additional details.
V2.6 includes the ability to confirm if the secure mode has been activated with the new function
isSecureModeActivated(). This function will return TRUE if the secure mode is active. See the
NPSS User Guide section 13.2.4 Miscellaneous Global Functions for further information.

UNITS
Error handling for unit conversions has been modified in this release to not allow integer unit
conversions. If an integer unit conversion is attempted a level 9 error will be reported.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Two new string functions, strFmt() and strFmt1D(), have been added to facilitate customized
string formatting in a convenient manner. The strFmt() function simplifies the output of complex
strings that embed one or more numeric values at various locations within the string. The strFmt1D()
function supports the output of 1D array values, up to a desired array count, using a specified separator
character between values. See NPSS User Guide section 13.8.1String Functions for additional details.
Nearly all NPSS objects now contain a new string attribute named assocClass. Its value represents an
associated class. This parameter’s intended use is to provide a mechanism to filter/screen data for
consistency with the class. See the NPSS User Guide section 2.2.4.10 Table 7. Automatically Created
Global Variables for further information.
NPSS V2.6 also contains fixes for 73 low level “bugs” and issues exposed by users of prior releases.
Collectively, these improvements significantly enhance the modeling environment’s robustness. This
includes a successful effort to reduce the memory footprint of the NPSS executable. During this process
gains were also made in increasing the execution speed of NPSS.
Several updates to the kernel have been included in support of the GUI development program. These
include the NPSS ModelWriter subsystem which has been enhanced to identify and restrict output to
modified features only, and improved debug functionality (breakpoints and watch points) from sources
other than command line input. These updates are not apparent to users since they are beneficial only
to the on-going GUI development.

DOCUMENTATION
All NPSS V2.6 improvements and enhancements that affect how a developer interacts with the NPSS
system have been addressed in a new release of the NPSS User Guide. In addition, several updates were
added based on user requested documentation improvements.

Upcoming Improvements for 2014
The NPSS Consortium is already working to further improve and develop the NPSS tool over the course
of the next twelve months. Planned improvements include:




NPSS GUI: development of the GUI is progressing and testing should start in the early part of
2014. Following a successful test campaign, a stable release is anticipated in the later part of the
year.
64-bit on Windows: there continues to be an issue compiling NPSS on a 64-bit Windows based
machine. This is expected to be resolved in the next major release of NPSS.
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Unit System: development has already started on a more flexible and easily changed system of
units for NPSS. In this new concept, users will be able to specify a new unit system, either from a
selection of systems delivered with NPSS or a custom system developed by the user. The unit
system specification is intended to reside in a single reference file which is easily manipulated.
The new unit system will be backward compatible and installed as the default unit system for
NPSS.
FlowStations: development is almost complete for an update to the handling of
thermodynamics within NPSS. Currently, the thermodynamic package must be identified prior to
building any portions of a model, and it is difficult to have multiple fluids identified within one
model. This update will release many of these constraints and make NPSS much more model
friendly with regard to setting fluid properties. They can be set at any time and can be changed
throughout the model based on global, assembly and/or component level definitions. The flow
stations will also allow for reverse flow, an important consideration for other applications of
NPSS beyond the tradition engine cycle decks.
NativeAPI: this API will be deprecated in the next release of NPSS as it has become obsolete in
the presence of the industry recommended practice, ARP4868 API.
Minor Updates: a large number of member-identified updates will be included as well including
some issues with error handling and constants definition.

As always, if you find issues with the NPSS, please make sure to let us know. Commercial and University
license holders can convey their issues/concerns to our commercial license vendor, Wolverine Ventures
Inc. Consortium members can convey them through the Technical Committee Change Request process.
If your company is not a member and you wish to get your company involved in membership, please
contact David Ransom at (210) 522-5281 or david.ransom@swri.org.
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